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1. Introduction and background

overview of the causes behind the excess

People with a severe mental illness, including

mortality in patients with severe mental illness,

schizophrenia, schizoaffective, bipolar disease,

to discuss possible interventions and changes in

have an excess mortality rate, about two to three

the emergency service system, and to present an

times as high as the general population1,2. The

agenda

for

further

research.

average life expectancy in patients with a severe
unchanged

Over the last decades, the burden on psychiatric

compared to the general population, even in

emergency facilities have increased significantly

countries where there is an easy access to health

in many countries, including Denmark, due to

care services3,4. These findings suggest, that

continuing

people with a severe mental illness have not fully

significant reduction in the number of psychiatric

benefited from the improvements in health

beds, without supplementary development of the

outcomes available to the general population,

community

which indicate a disparity of outcome in health

organisational changes have meant that the

for this group5. In addition to unnatural causes of

psychiatric emergency room

death, accidents, homicide, or suicide, the

undertake a gatekeeping function, increasing the

leading cause of excess mortality in patients with

threshold for admission in order to reduce

a severe mental illness is physical diseases,

admissions and access to acute in-patient beds11.

especially neoplastic disease, respiratory disease,

At the same time, there have been an increase of

and cardiovascular disease6,7. People with severe

patients with a severe mental illness with

mental illness are disposed to many different

concurrent substance abuse disorder, which have

diseases. While these diseases are prevalent in

increased the workload of psychiatric emergency

the

is

rooms. These patients are less compliant to

significantly greater in patients with a severe

treatment and have higher rates of admission12.

mental illness7,8. When patients with a mental

This

illness are admitted with a physical disease, they

disproportionately

risk incomplete examination and treatment

psychiatric emergency rooms and they require

because of their coexisting mental illness9.

more resources and greater effort from the

mental

illness

general

have

remained

population,

their

impact

group

deinstitutionalising,

psychiatric

of

service10.

patients
share

causing

of

a

These

have had to

represent
the

visits

a
in

psychiatric staff, making it more time-consuming
The purposes of this paper are to provide an

for the psychiatric staff members to provide good
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clinical care. Therefore, they might be opposed

same higher among people with severe mental

towards this resource demanding group of

illness, the risk from early death caused by other

10

recurring patients . The continuity of care for

physical diseases or suicide should be kept in

psychiatric patients with a psychical illness is

mind. It is important to understand that people

often complicated, but nevertheless of great

with a severe mental illness die from the same

importance. The care is characterised by many

natural causes as the general population, the most

involved,

common

among

these

the

psychiatric

being

cardiovascular1,14,15.

The

departments, the general physician, the somatic

increased incidence of cardiovascular diseases in

hospital, the community health care as well as

patients with severe mental illness can partially

the patient and his relatives. This often leads to

be attributed to lifestyle factors and antipsychotic

missing agreement about who is responsible for

treatment, in particular atypical antipsychotics

the treatment of the patient, not least of the

that have been associated with weight gain and

patient’s physical health8.

metabolic syndrome15,16. While the general

This particular vulnerable group has a different
illness behaviour causing them to disregard
physical sign, and therefore, only unintentionally
when visiting a psychiatric emergency room will
they receive medical attention for their physical
symptoms13.

Furthermore,

patients

with

a

psychiatric disorder tend to use medical services
to lesser extent, which could lead to an increased
mortality11. Therefore, diagnosis, treatment, and
care management of chronic physical disease in
persons with severe mental illness must be
improved, however providing optimal care for
this group of patients is complex because they

population has experienced a gradual decline in
cardiac mortality due to improvements in cardiac
procedures and lifestyle changes, it seems that
patients with severe mental illness are not
benefitting

similarly

from

the

same

improvements and are not receiving the same
standard of care5,7. Cardiovascular comorbidities
are a group of simple modifiable risk factors,
which contributes to the excess mortality in
patients with mental illness, particularly in
patients with schizophrenia. There are in these
patients particularly two issues that require
special attention to improve treatment. Firstly,
cardiovascular diseases are being diagnosed later

need coordinated care.

in the group and is often not adequately treated
Although the prevalence of some physical

compared to non-mentally ill1. Secondly, there is

diseases and causes of death seems to be the

an increased risk for cardiac arrhythmia when
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treated

using

antipsychotics12.

These

dual diagnosis is a clinical term that refers to the

observations, along with the higher mortality in

presence of both a substance use disorder and a

psychiatric patients indicate that this group are at

mental health condition22. Substance abuse is the

higher risk for heart disease, and thus should

most

have higher attention due for symptoms of heart

comorbid disorder among adults with severe

disease. There are numerous studies emphasising

mental illness22. About half of these patients

that cardiovascular diseases share responsibility

have a concurrent substance abuse disorder 12. In

for the premature mortality observed in this

the psychiatric emergency room, it has proven to

group of patients 17–19. However, there have been

be a great challenge identifying this group of

no successful attempt in reducing this high

people, because only every fifth would self-

cardiac mortality in clinical settings. There is a

report a concurrent substance abuse. This

need for novel approaches to investigate this

diagnosis is associated with a variety of negative

problem to promote physical health for people

outcomes, including high rates of relapse and

with

readmission22.

severe

mental

illness

and

reducing

common

and

In

clinically

addition,

a

significant

concurrent

disparities in medical care compared to the

substance abuse disorder can further contribute

general population. Aagaard et al. are currently

to development of cardiovascular diseases9.

conducting a study with debuting and chronic

Providing services for

schizophrenia, the results might provide clinical

diagnosis presents a dilemma. In the traditional

useful

mortality,

system of parallel substance abuse and mental

possible interventions, and suggestions for

health service, only few people with severe

clinical changes for cardiac disease amongst

mental illness are able to access needed

patients with schizophrenia and other severe

treatments for both disorders. Often, they are

mental illness20.

refused or dismissed from services in one system

predictors

for

premature

Patients with severe mental illness also show a
higher use of both illicit and prescription drugs,
many of which, including the antipsychotics,
promote weight gain and metabolic syndrome. In
particular, the psychiatric drugs may have
cardiac related side effects21. The concept of a

persons with dual

because of the comorbid disorder and told to
return when the other problem is under control.
For those reasons, there have been a demand for
an integration of mental health and substance
abuse services21,22. Hence, integrated treatment
means that the same clinicians or team of
clinicians, working in one setting, provide
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appropriate mental health and substance abuse

shortly after discharge which declines over

interventions in a coordinated manner. In other

time10,11, which is why a crisis resolution team is

words,

needed to deliver and ensure intensive treatment

the

health

professionals

take

responsibility for merging the interventions into
one coherent approach22. Recent research has
shown that psychiatric patients with substance
abuse and a psychiatric disorder benefit more
significantly

from

a

specially

integrated

treatment, as opposed to the normal treatment
available in traditional psychiatric and substance
abuse treatment facilities12.

to continue care at home.

2. Discussion
This paper has identified an overall trend that
corresponds to earlier findings, that patients with
some psychiatric diagnosis have an excess
mortality compared to the general population,
and that concurrent substance abuse increases the
mortality4,11,14. An explanation for the observed

It is recognised that providing good care to

increase in mortality rates might be insufficient

psychiatric patients requires a variety of services

awareness

organised into a comprehensive and coordinated

psychiatric patients 4. This seems to have had

system. The basis of this system is an effective

effect especially in the patients with existing

response to a psychiatric crisis23.

substance

It is not that long ago, the response to a
psychiatric crisis was an assessment of the
severity and planning course of treatment.
Depending on the severity of the crisis, the plan
was either an appointment to an outpatient clinic
or

hospitalisation.

The

result

was

either

of

the

abuse12.

psychical

morbidity

in

Increased awareness of

physical morbidity in this risk group must be
assured, as well as securing continuity in
treatment for this group after visiting psychiatric
emergency room. Previous studies have revealed
that excess mortality peaks the first year after the
patients

are

discharged

from

psychiatric

15

inadequate or they did not receive the help they
needed, leading to higher hospital admission
rates,

more

frequent

readmissions

causing

distress for both patients and their relatives.
Therefore, there is a need for novel strategies on
how to manage a psychiatric crisis. Earlier
studies have shown that mortality is higher

emergency room . When psychiatric patients
visits a psychiatric emergency room it presents as
a

rare opportunity to perform a physical

examination to search for early disease10. In
terms of reducing in-patient admission rates, the
best available evidence for the effectiveness for a
crisis resolution and home treatment have been

5
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provided by a randomised trial which found that

intensive home treatment as an alternative to

those allocated to a crisis resolution team were

acute admission23,26. The wider context for crisis

less likely to be admitted to a hospital eight

resolutions teams is the deinstitutionalisation,

weeks after the crisis24.

where there is a need for effective alternatives to

There have been studies concluding that patients
with a substance abuse are overrepresented in
emergency room settings due to health problems
associated with their abuse12,25. The significant
under-diagnosing of substance use disorders
indicates

a

general

problem.

A

possible

explanation to this problem could be that
substance abuse disorders are generally difficult
to expose and diagnose, that recurrent short-term
admissions results in insufficient observational
time for recognising early abuse or psychotic
symptoms
symptoms12.
knowledge

concealing the

substance

Furthermore,
about

treatments

abuse

insufficient
options

for

substance abuse disorder might contribute to
lower

diagnostic

attention.

To

improve

diagnostic attention relating to substance use
disorders in the future, a more systematic and
precise assessment would be recommended.

hospital in-patient care. The primary objectives
would be to reduce hospital admissions, increase
continuity in care and improve psychosocial
outcome. The

implementation of a crisis

resolution team can lead to a reduction in
hospital admissions24,26. There could be many
explanations for this. First, the fact that the team
is able to offer home-based treatment as an
alternative to hospital admission is likely to be an
important factor, since patients taken on for
home treatment who otherwise would have
required admission to an acute hospital bed26.
Another benefit to this model is the continuity of
care associated with crisis resolution and home
treatment that have shown to increase overall
satisfaction.

People

allocated

to

crisis

intervention care and their relatives were more
satisfied with their treatment and level support
than those given standard care. And by twelve
months significantly fewer people in the crisis

In order to accommodate this problem, a crisis

intervention care group felt unimproved, when

resolution team to support the community mental

compared

to

health care system and the psychiatric emergency

Some

the

room ought to be established. Crisis resolution

implementing a crisis resolution and home

and home treatment teams can provide rapid

treatment include achieving a close integration

assessment in mental health crisis and offer

with the rest of the mental health system,

of

the

standard

important

6
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delivering continuity of care and effective

physical health service is important if we are to

relationships despite the involvement of multiple

address the high mortality rates in people with

persons handling each crisis. There is evidence

severe mental illness and reduce the difference in

indicating that increased collaboration between

mortality in this population. It is clear that

different parts of the health care system, results

assessment and management of physical health

in a better outcome for patients with concurrent

conditions in people with severe mental illness is

substance abuse in people with a severe mental

below standard level of care. The reasons for this

5,10,11

illness

. Several studies indicate that in

are complicated and not entirely understood. But

everyday clinical practice, crisis resolution team

we know that awareness of modifiable risk

leads to a sustained reduction in admissions rates

factors, effective treatment of psychosis and

to

in-patient

facilities23,24,26.

The

close

earlier detection of physical diseases play a role

knowledge of the patient gives the crisis

in reducing morbidity and mortality in this

resolution team good conditions for making an

population. Our paper highlights the highly

integrated and viable treatment plan that is

important function of implementing a crisis

adapted to the individual patient and considers

resolution team to reduce readmission following

the patients overall mental and physical health11.

discharge from a psychiatric emergency room.

Henceforward, we hope that it will be the
predominant way of delivering acute care in the
community.

4. Clinical implications
Severe mental illness is associated with increased

3. Conclusion

mortality and morbidity rates, with most of the

There is a need for systematic psychical

excess mortality due to common physical health

monitoring to ensure prevention of and early

conditions. In order to address this problem,

intervention to psychical comorbidities. When

several lines of action can be identified. Raising

patients with a severe mental illness seek medical

awareness of the problem among mental health

attention at the psychiatric emergency room, it

professionals, primary care practitioners, patients

provides a rather rare opportunity for efficient

and their families is undoubtedly a priority.

screening of early physical symptoms and

Mental health professionals and primary care

opportunity to intervene for concurrent substance

practitioners should be educated and trained in

abuse. Integration of a mental health and

recognising psychical illness in people with

7
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severe mental illness8,9. Another step is the

regarded as confounding variables in studies with

development

integration

severe mental illness. They should be studied by

between mental health and psychical health

specific protocols, so that the interaction between

care11. Finally, further research in this area is

mental illness and the various physical diseases

needed. Physical illnesses should not always be

can be better understood20.

of

an appropriate
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